
RNA vaccines don’t strictly contain mRNA, they contain modRNA, which
genetically manipulates (GMO) healthy human cells

Description

It is a misnomer, we are disturbed to report, for Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccines” to be called
mRNA, short for messenger RNA. It turns out that these deadly injections actually contain what is
known as modified RNA, or modRNA, which Dr. Klaus Steger, PhD, says genetically manipulates
healthy cells.

Since mRNA is fragile and easily destroyed by the human immune system within minutes, Big Pharma
is utilizing modRNA instead. And just as many warned as the case, modRNA genetically alters the
human genome, rendering it a gene-editing technology that ultimately turns the human body into a
hybridized trans-human GMO.

“To protect against destruction by the immune system, modified RNA (modRNA) is packaged in lipid
nanoparticles (LNPs), which, due to their small size and synthetic optimization, can easily overcome
biological barriers and even reach vital cells in the heart and brain,” Steger writes for The Epoch Times.

“According to the concept of RNA-based injections, the antigen (here, the spike protein of SARS-CoV-
2) is synthesized by our cells and presented at the cell surfaces, where it serves as a target for the
generation of neutralizing antibodies.”

There are several problems with this process, though, one of them being the creation of antibody-
dependent enhancement, or ADE, as a side effect. ADE allows endocytosis of virus-antibody
complexes into the host’s immune cells, which include macrophages, causing a weakening of the
immune system.

“Put simply, non-neutralizing antibodies represent devils in disguise, making a person’s body more
susceptible to illness related to follow-up and booster injections,” Steger explains.

(Related: Check out our earlier report highlighting research from MIT showing that RNA vaccines are
absorbed through the stomach and intestines.)
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RNA vaccines create redundant proteins, which interfere with
proper cell metabolism

Another problem with modRNA is the fact that it transforms healthy cells, or friendly cells, into foe cells
due to the attachment of the viral spike protein to their surface. The body mistranslates the healthy cell
itself as being part of the viral spike protein and destroys it, causing progressive immune degradation,
i.e., AIDS.

Since the RNA-based shots for covid only deliver the genetic information for the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein based on the Wuhan sequence, any perceived protection will be inferior due to a lack of cross-
immunity. Any other strains, variants, or subvariants of covid, in other words, will not be recognized
and the person, despite being “fully vaccinated” will still get sick.

The unvaccinated, meanwhile, have natural immunity to covid following exposure. And that natural
immunity does perform cross-immunity to any and all forms of coronavirus that it encounters. Natural
immunity, in other words, is real immunity and preferred immunity.

Another problem with RNA injections is that they produce redundant proteins, which negatively
interfere with healthy metabolism. For metabolism to function properly, only essential proteins can be
present inside a distinct cell at any given time, but RNA injections cause cells to be flooded with all
sorts of interfering proteins that damage the process.

“Proteins, or mRNAs in healthy cells, can be compared to orchestra musicians: Harmony depends on
various players pausing, not on every musician playing without stopping,” Steger explains. “Likewise,
the absence of a specific protein / mRNA plays an essential role in metabolism.”

“As modRNAs are developed for longevity and maximal efficiency and (via lipid nanoparticles acting as
natural exosomes) have access to all cells, they contradict the nature of mRNAs, which are cell-
specific and short-lived. In our orchestra analogy, it would be like giving one musician a bass drum and
instructing him to bang it from start to end, completely ignoring the piece of music being played.”

Unlike mRNA, which degrades within minutes, modRNA persists for a very long time. This makes it a
Trojan Horse that Steger warns “may be worse than the disease.”
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